Splash Mountain
Queue Bingo
Any trip to one of the Disney parks is a magical experience. But…
Nothing kills the magic quicker than overly long lines. With the help of
this Bingo set, time in the queue line will go that much quicker.
Although the game’s goal remains the same, to get BINGO (four spaces
marked out across/down/diagonal), game play will change to incorporate
the actual line that you’ll be waiting in for each attraction.
GAME PLAY
Beforehand, print out the Bingo cards included in this document.
BEFORE you get in line for the attraction, hand each person in your
party one Bingo card board. Next, you’ll need to establish a fixed order
to go in (examples might include: oldest to youngest, tallest to shortest,
alphabetical by first name, etc.)
The game begins when one of two things happen:
1. You stand behind someone in line (in the event the line extends
beyond the entrance – a particularly busier day.)
2. You enter the entrance to the line itself. (Please note; some of
the items on the board can be found while walking through the
line…if the line is too short, then you’ll likely miss those items.
BUT, if the line was short, then you don’t need to play Bingo to
help pass the time!)
Once the game begins, the first person in the order has one minute to
find one item on their Bingo card in the queue line. Once he/she calls
out the item (pointing to it for all to see) he/she can then mark out the
space on his/her board – ONLY that person, though. Game play then
goes to the next person in order. The next player can either claim the

item that the first person claimed or they can call out a different item
they see from their own Bingo card. Game play continues in order, then
starting over once the last person goes, until someone gets Bingo. As
long as an item has been found once, it may be ‘called’ later in the game
if a player wants/needs to as long as its their turn.
TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF SPACES
In traditional Bingo, there is a caller to call out each space one at a time.
In this version of Bingo, the items must be found in the queue. There
are two types of items.
1. WORDS – These items are written in ALL CAPS. If you have
a word in ALL CAPS in your Bingo card space, it means you
must find that word written out somewhere in the line.
2. Items – These items are not written in all caps. These items
are simply found as you wait. In the event of a discrepancy (i.e.
a bluish/green purse when the space calls for a green purse)
then the group must collectively vote on whether or not it should
count.
ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS
 For marking on the spaces, if you don’t plan on reusing them, allow
players to use their car keys (or other small items) to poke a hole
through the paper because writing with a pencil can be difficult. Of
course, bringing markers for the occasion in a great solution…but
that’s just one more item you’ll be carrying around for the day. Up to
you
 If for some reason nobody has Bingo by the time you get on the
attraction, end the game once the Disney cast member asks “How
many in your party?” At that moment, the player with the most boxes
marked wins.
 Remember – HAVE FUN WITH IT!

Don’t Stop There!
Go on a REAL adventure inside your favorite Disney theme
park!
Imagine opening a package on Main Street that leads to
surprises throughout the day as you complete different tasks
– all in an effort to help your stay at the Magic Kingdoms to
be the most memorable for your family and friends ever!

Visit our website for more

www.adventuresforeveryone.com

